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Atlantic Bridge               

     It was especially lovely to hear, early in March, from 

former HUG member and activist Aileen (Ailie) McGinty, 

now living and working in Nova Scotia, - who reacted to 

recent articles about our future in the Inverness Courier. 

Aileen has allowed us to publish the following hugely supportive letter. 

Thank you Aileen - I'm sure there will be many who remember your time 

here working with us. 

……."It has been some years since I felt compelled to respond to 

something I read in a newspaper but the stories of future funding 

uncertainty for SPIRIT Advocacy is greatly concerning. 

"I would like to tell you what the service (HUG) did for me - in as few 

words as possible because I realise you are all busy people. 

"Some years ago I went through a period of serious mental illness. I had 

previously had quite a charmed life but lost everything - career, friends, 

etc. The predictions for my future by the medical profession were dire, 

even at a time when there was a focus on recovery. 

"A chance encounter led me to HUG and my life has literally never 

been the same since. The people there allowed me to rebuild my sense of 

self and of purpose. Over the few years I was involved with HUG, I went 

from strength to strength in terms of recovery. 

"Several years later, I once again have a successful career - in fact, 

more so than before. I am a barrister and solicitor. I work in the field of 

mental health and law, being the Crown Prosecutor for the Nova Scotia 

Mental Health Court and Drug Treatment Court. I love my work and not a 

day goes by without me being grateful for the groundwork done by HUG. 
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Who can join HUG? 

Membership of HUG is open 

to anyone who has 

experienced mental ill health 

and lives in the Highlands. 

For further information and 

an application form please 

contact us at: 

HUG  

(Action for Mental Health), 

Cromwell Villa, 23 Lotland 

Street, Inverness IV1 1ST  

Tel:  01463 719366 

hug@spiritadvocacy.org.uk 

www.spiritadvocacy.org.uk 

visit us on Facebook 

@HUGActionforMentalHealth 

Your views - Our news 

Please continue to send your 

news, views and dates for the 

diary to the address above. 

Please send submissions for 

the next bulletin to 

hugeditor@spiritadvocacy.org.uk 

by Friday 7th September ’18 

or post to the HUG office. 

 

Editor-in-Chief Ken Porter 

 

Welcome to the summer 2018 edition of the 

HUG bulletin.  On our front page we have a 

great letter of support from a former member – 

do you have a powerful testimony of how HUG 

has helped you which you’d like to share?  Read 

on for more member news and poetry plus an 

important message from the SPIRIT Board. 

mailto:hug@spiritadvocacy.org.uk
mailto:hugeditor@spiritadvocacy.org.uk
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I am also a member of the National Board of the 

Canadian Mental Health Association, and maintain 

active involvement within the mental health 

community in other organizations too. I have a very 

happy life, with three great children and an active 

social circle. 

"I am not exaggerating - without the support of 

HUG, I know that I would not be the productive person 

I am today. Because of them, I have an excellent 

income and my children have grown to be confident, 

successful and resilient too because they have a 

mother who is healthy enough to be there for them. 

That's not to say, I don't still have challenges at times, 

but I have never since lost hope. 

"The benefits to the economy of this are huge and 

I am only one person. It would be interesting to do a 

cost-benefit analysis of services such as Spirit 

Advocacy - it might be difficult to do, but I'm 

convinced that the amount invested in such services 

is repaid many times over in results. That being said, 

there could never be a price put on the value to me 

of the organization. It's about more than money; it's 

about having a renewed sense of self and place in 

community."                                            Aileen McGinty 

 

Social Prescribing

 

A few very enthusiastic HUG members met and 

discussed what we want ‘Social Prescribing’ to be, 

how we think it should be done and setting out why it 

might be a good idea.   

The first thing we established is, it is nothing to do 

with pharmacy and medicines, of course.   

 

 

Social Prescribing is a subject much talked about 

just now at all levels of our society, from Government, 

to GP’s, to groups like HUG and all our support services.    

It clearly has grown from the determination that 

today’s NHS services are for emergency, acute and 

medical use only, and that recovery and maintaining 

our health and ways of keeping as well as we can, is 

our own job.  This new way of working reaches into our 

support and care services also, where it is clear that 

only those most in need can expect help. 

HUG members for several years have been 

pointing out that this can often mean people are left 

with no service at times when they used to be able to 

rely on it; and not able to understand why, or what to 

do instead.   

We have also highlighted how often people have 

had to rely on family and friends for support and care 

when at their worst crises.  Which in turn has raised the 

question, what can those of us who do not have this 

circle of support do?  Current HUG voice shows this to 

be particularly true for people who have long term 

illness with anxiety as a major experience, eg 

personality disorder.   

Many people are seeing this as a reduction in 

service and so a gap between what people believe 

they need help with and what NHS and care services 

now deliver has been created.   People are being very 

clear that they do not have the skills to cope on their 

own and are asking for help to learn how to manage 

better.  Many are asking for the help they used to get 

with these mental health difficulties reinstated.   

Social Prescribing is being seen as a solution to 

filling this gap.   

There are lots of examples up and down the UK 

showing how getting people involved in activities in 

their communities; setting up accessible activities; 

adapting existing ones are encouraging and 

supporting people to be more involved in exercise, 

arts and crafts, with other generations, hobbies, 

volunteering, you name it.   

    Examples range from walking groups for people 

who have experience of mental health problems, to 

nursery groups setting up in old people’s residential  
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care settings, to mural projects in mental health 

hospital ward rooms.  

Locally, we have the canal walks with Stephen 

Wiseman, Rag Tag and Textile, SMHAF Highland, HUG’s  

writing groups over the years, LEGOWIT, Ewen’s Room, 

as just a few examples.   

Work is going on all over Scotland putting together 

information about the success of these ‘social’ 

projects as treatment and support for recovery from 

illness, physical and mental.  The work should show 

what the reality is; if people are more able to cope 

and manage their physical health plus mental 

wellbeing better and need less help, if they are helped 

to take part in ‘social activity’.     

Social Prescribing, just now, is your health and 

support team working with you to plan your treatment 

and care, by including ‘prescribing’ activity and 

finding ways for your community to be more open and 

available to you.  Our think-in discussion explored ways 

other than just the health team helping us do this. See 

our next article for an example of one member’s view.   

HUG will be taking the comments and insights from 

this think-in discussion, as well as from other discussions 

throughout the past year, to a meeting for any group 

interested in Social Prescribing and look at how local 

groups and communities can help create more.  

Highland Third Sector Interface (HTSI) is holding “A 

Discussion on … Social Prescribing” on 14 May 18. 

Watch out for a follow up report in a future HUG 

newsletter.                                                   Joanna Higgs 

 

ON Social Prescribing – how learning something 

new can change the way we 

cope 

Though it isn’t a martial art, the 

Japanese consider juggling so 

difficult it could only be done by 

someone with the skills of a samurai.  

     These days I’m a little out of practice with my 

juggling I can manage a reasonable 3 ball cascade. 

The thing with juggling is it demands all your  

concentration.  If you are distracted by anything, the 

whole thing comes apart rapidly.                

 

That is what makes juggling so useful.  If you are 

stressed, things getting on top of you, wound up by 

something or someone, taking 2 minutes to juggle 3  

balls can be a great way to push aside these things - 

far better than going for a cuppa and dwelling on 

them.  

 

 

When you have got whatever is bothering you out 

of that front and centre place in your mind, you can 

look at it from another angle. 

Sometimes though, that isn’t enough. Sometimes it 

isn’t one thing dominating you, but the generalised 

pressure of many things. Juggling is only first aid for a 

stressful situation.  It isn’t long term medicine.  

For that you need something slower than the 

frantic action of juggling; which is constantly on the 

edge of getting away from you.  This is where I need a 

river, some very large wellies, a fishing rod, and, well, a 

plethora of other equipment. 

There is just something totally absorbing about 

wandering the banks of a river with a fly rod in your 

hand. You watch the water for any sign of a trout. 

Sometimes you search for them, looking in all the usual 

places, only to be surprised when they turn up where 

you didn’t expect them.                

The river may run around your waders, but in a very 

real way it runs through your mind, as you lose yourself, 

your humdrum life in its cool water.  It then flushes out 

the corners where so many little stresses hide and 

niggle away. Each adding what little weight they can 

to your overall burden. 

  Of course, it isn’t a solution to all these little 

problems, it’s just a little easier to get to grips with them 

the day after a day’s fishing, than it was the day 

before. In fact, there is probably more gets done on 

those days than any other. 

The bad news is the trout season is only 6 months 

long. There are long dark winter nights to get through. 

For those in the south there is the Lady of the Stream, 

the fourth game fish, the grayling. Sadly, they do not 

extend this far north.  
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At best I can get one trip 

away to fish for them each 

autumn. There is though, a 

fishing related activity I can 

indulge in whenever I like.  

Dressing flies.  This one is a 

traditional pattern, with a famous 

history.   Mr Williams used the first version of this fly.  He 

did so well with it, it became known as William’s 

Favourite.  His son Courtney wrote about this in his now 

famous book, A Dictionary of Trout Flies.   

Courtney had a friend who did the 

near impossible. He improved the fly.   

H. Cholmondely-Pennell, changed 

the tail of the fly adding just a touch 

of orange. Today the Black Pennell is 

one of the top flies we use on the lochs. 

With both the history and skills of fly dressing to 

immerse yourself in, you can get yourself away from 

the pressures of daily life, at least for a while.  Yes, this 

is escapism, and I highly recommend it.  Take a time 

out and tie a few flies; It is almost as difficult as juggling.   

There is a Japanese form of fly fishing, it’s called 

Tenkara, and yes, you guessed it, it was practiced by 

the samurai.                                                     Alan Bithell 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Canadian Living and Travels 

      As an undergraduate of the University of Paisley, a 

friend of mine returning from a spell of working on a 

Camp America position was raving about how 

enjoyable it was.  I attended the next BUNAC (British 

North American Club) event and was impressed.  The 

North American returners had great positivity and 

were happy to share.  I signed up.  I, with my university  

 

 

 

 

friends were delighted to receive our visas.  We met  

the entry requirements.  Great excitement at the 

airport, seeing the cool Air Canada plane awaiting.  

Too excited to worry about Scottish goodbyes. 

      First sight of land, I noticed how flat it was with the 

city of Toronto overlooking Lake Ontario.  The Toronto 

Pearson airport impressed me.  A lot of energy; lively 

people, healthy and friendly.  Canadian signage, how 

different to Great Britain.  My friends and I stopped off 

near the airport to have a drink and were surprised to 

be asked for ID. 

      Fast moving streetcars, grand boulevards, healthy 

slim people, fascinating place and restaurants.  We 

met friendly people appreciating our situation, 

particularly ex-pats from Scotland.  We found an 

attractive apartment near the university.  Sandwiched 

between a cool annex district and multi-cultural 

Spadina; Spadina was a world of its own.  Far Eastern 

restaurants and food displayed on the streets. 

      Our apartment had a great view of downtown 

and the gigantic CN Tower overlooking the city.  We 

had enough saved for a couple of months, however 

finding work was not as tricky as first thought in a 

foreign country.  I plumped for an achievable job 

instead of one in marketing.  I actually found quickly 

two telecommunication posts.  Like an upmarket 

Glasgow, the Torontonians were polite and 

accepting.  I saw ex-pat Scots playing the Bagpipes 

downtown and I thought I’m going to enjoy it again. 

      My communication jobs were helping charities 

and long distance telecommunication contracts.  Less 

demanding than my marketing career, but quite 

enjoyable once understanding the requirements.  The 

fellow workers were from multi-cultural backgrounds. 

      I had joy speaking to Canadians all across the 

provinces.  My kind and empathic nature was 

appreciated.  I found I could continue with my public 

speaking skills in training.  The people I was working 

with were accepting, funny and engaging.  I had 

avoided the corporate marketing world that caused 

me to worry…….to be continued                      Greg Hart 

This HUG Bulletin is printed by Haven Products Ltd, 21 Harbour Road, Longman Industrial Estate, 

Inverness IV1 1SY Tel: 01463 238211 Web: www.havenproducts.co.uk 

Do you have strategies, hobbies, chill out methods, 

calm down phrases - anything you have found works 

for you when you are getting overwhelmed or too 

upset?  Did someone else help you find your own 

special way of coping?  We’d love to hear them. 
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Proposed amendment to constitution for 

AGM – we are seeking member 

opinion on this proposal.  Please 

submit your comments to Ken 

Porter via post or email 

kporter@spiritadvocacy.org.uk by 25th July 2018 

SPIRIT Board meeting 26/06/2018 - Item 6 - SPEAK 

representation - I am bringing forward this proposal so 

that if it has board support the necessary preparatory 

work can be completed in time for the AGM. 

      A core principle of our constitution is that our board 

membership has a majority drawn from our 

membership as nominated by members through the 

Advisory Groups for HUG and People First Highland. 

This is achieved by having 3 representatives each from 

the Advisory Groups, and 5 other members, total 11 

members. 

     SPEAK has developed over the last 5 years and is 

currently the only SPIRIT activity to benefit from funding 

outwith the terms of our NHS Highland SLA.  

Draft Proposals  

That the AGM is asked to approve the Board 

recommendations: 

1. To amend our constitution to increase the SPIRIT 

board membership to provide representation 

from SPEAK  

2. To draw equal representation from a SPEAK 

Advisory Group, i.e. an additional 3 members. 

3. To maintain the proportional balance of the 

Board by increasing the number of other 

members by 1or 2.  

4. To amend the quorum for meetings to reflect 

these changes  

There are several alternative configurations which 

could achieve representation by SPEAK without 

changing the overall size of the Board. Whatever we 

decide to do we will require to decide the way 

forward in time to get the ball rolling on formally 

establishing a SPEAK Advisory Group. As this paper is 

rather last minute I intend that we discuss it tonight, 

and then agree a board position and   

recommendation at our next meeting on 25th July 

which will allow people time to ponder, consult and if 

they can’t make the next meeting to record their 

opinion                                                      Jon 25/06/2018  

 

Lochaber Mental Health and Wellbeing Event Caol 

Youth Centre May 22nd 

Thirty participants actively engaged in “Meaningful 

Conversations” asking how people would like to be 

spoken and listened to in relation to their wellbeing. 

This is the Year of Young People so it was good that 

guidance staff from Lochaber High School could be 

present as well as Youth Workers and Becky Giles, 

SPEAK Development Worker at HUG. The event was 

organised by Chris Evans, Volunteer for HUG (Action 

for Mental Health). 

Graham Morgan MBE from the Mental Welfare 

Commission opened the day with a personal account 

of how he communicates both with friends and family 

but also health staff when he has been very unwell. 

Holly Hendry from the Scottish Recovery Network 

explained how the organisation works, in particular 

engaging with communities. 

 

 

 

Discussion groups talked animatedly with help from 

Cothrom Lochaber (previously known as the 

Glengarry Centre), Highland Senior Citizens Network, 

Holly and Graham as facilitators. Others present were 

representatives from Advocacy Highland, In Care 

Survivors, Headway, Lochaber Hope, Creativity in 

Care, Ewen’s Room, Lochaber Community Health 

Team, West Highland College and the Scottish Health 

Council, together with those who use services. 

Conversations continued over lunch. 

Common themes emerged from the afternoon 

feedback including use of language, empathy and 

body language. Some discussion followed around 

what support and services are available in Lochaber, 

together with how to publicise and keep them 

updated. 

Evaluation was very positive with some useful 

constructive comments. People found the day 

enjoyable and the venue excellent with Highlife 

Highland staff very helpful. 

Chris Evans 

 

mailto:kporter@spiritadvocacy.org.uk
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General Data Protection Regulation Changes 

On 25th May 2018 new data protection rules came 

into force which change the way we can 

communicate with you.    

To send your bulletin through the postal service, we 

have applied the Legitimate Interests criteria.  This 

means we have completed a Legitimate Interests 

Assessment (LIA). You can view a copy of this on 

request. 

To communicate with you via email or text, for 

example emailing the bulletin or letting you know 

about local meetings, we need you to complete a 

consent form as the rules governing electronic 

communications are different.   Please note we 

cannot contact you electronically without an up-to-

date consent form.   

The consent form is available for download from 

http://www.spriritadvocacy.org.uk/resources/ 

publications this is where you can also view our 

privacy notice.  No access to the web?  No problem, 

contact the office and we will be happy to send you 

a form in the post. 

You can update your contact preferences or ask 

us to remove you from our database at any time by 

writing to us either at the office or by sending an email 

to dataprotection@spiritadvocacy.org.uk 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Slow Honey 
by John McLeod 

 

I watch it pour over my spoon 

just then it's a measured balancing act 

to stop it going over the edge 

to stickily stop everything from working 

 

Imagine honey running wild like mercury 

you can never catch it 

no matter how fast you run 

it will always run faster 

 

So careful how you let your honey pour 

and careful how you use your spoon 

it has no memory of the measure 

or the liquid balance here beneath the moon. 

 

****** 

WHAT IF 

by Graeme Watson for SMHAF 2018 

What if every day I did not feel so unwell 

Would I now not be in my living hell? 

What if I stayed with someone who did not love me 

How unhappy could my life be 

There would be the pleasure of seeing my kids and 

the things I have missed, 

But is that enough when everyday unkissed? 
 

What if I did not feel so low? 

Should I have recognised my tales of woe? 

What if I could control my anxiety, 

Day to day how happy would I be 
 

What if I could recognise the signs 

Instead of trying to read between the lines 

Then with all the women I would not be a fool 

No frustration, no losing my cool 
 

What if I did not try to push thru the pain 

So much energy and confidence I could gain 

What if I tried not to fill each day with hope 

My life could lie at the end of a rope 
 

What if for everything malady there is a cure 

There would be no hiding behind a smile, that is for 

sure 

What if all the things I required had no obstacles in 

the way 

It would be a better life of work, rest and play 
 

What if negatives became positives 

What if thoughts were true 

What if, what if, what 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                 Walk a Mile 2018 

           photo by Daniel Mackenzie-Winters 

Last Orders Please! 
by Keith Murdoch 

One more travel. 

One more writing success. 

One more job. 

A new girlfriend. 

Plenty finance. 

Good health. 

And more old age! 

 

http://www.spriritadvocacy.org.uk/resources/%20publications
http://www.spriritadvocacy.org.uk/resources/%20publications

